
VINYLEFX AIR

PRINTABLE METALLIZED VINYL WITH AIR EGRESS TECHNOLOGY 
TECH DATA SHEET

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Adhesive Removable Acrylic PSA (1.0 mil/25 μm)

Color
Fine Brush Silver, Matte Silver, Smooth Silver, 
Smooth Gold

Caliper facestock 3.0 mil. (75 μm)

Caliper facestock + 
adhesive

4.0 mil. (100 μm)

Release Liner
Poly-coated embossed air-egress technology (162 
gsm)

Adhesion to Steel* 20-30 oz/in 27N/100mm (24 oz.)

Durability Intended for indoor applications only (6 months)

Shelf Life** 1 year

Temperature Limit (F) -30F to 140F

Temperature Limit (C) -34C to 60C

Availability
54"x10 yd. (137 cm. x 9.14 m.)
54"x50 yd. (137 cm. x 45.7 m.)

FEATURES

Printable - solvent, ecosolvent, latex, UV curable and screen printing platforms
Excellent lay-flat characteristics and stability during cutting and weeding
Deep embossed vinyl facestock
New air egress technology
Proprietary, and more forgiving, removable adhesive
Compatible with liquid and film laminates

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Flat or simple curved surfaces
Minimum application temperature = 50F (10C)
Use of a heat gun is not advisable due to potential discoloration
TRANSFER TAPE

Scratching of the film during application can be prevented by using one of our 
recommended application tapes (4075RLA, 4078RLA).
AVAILABILITY

54"x10 yd. (137 cm. x 9.14 m.)
54"x50 yd. (137 cm. x 45.7 m.)

APPLICATIONS

Point of purchase displays
Posters
Counter mats
Window graphics
Trade show displays and graphics

WARRANTY

Tapes are only warranted to be free of 
defect in workmanship or materials at 
time of shipment. Manufacturer will 
replace or credit any material 
manufacturer deems defective. No 
acceptance or responsibility for loss, 
damage, or expense, implies or 
otherwise, shall be assumed by seller 
or manufacturer. User assumes all risk 
and liability herewith.
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